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Colour the picture.

UNIT - 2UNIT - 2

GOING TO SCHOOLGOING TO SCHOOL

Nineteen
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Ammu and Bittu are in the bus

What is that,

Ammu?

1. What is Bittu asking Ammu ?

2. What is Ammu saying to Bittu?

That is a car.

Tweny two

Ammu and Bittu are in the

bus. They are looking at the

vehicles on the road.
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Sing the song

Ammu's bus goes pom...pom...pom...

Here is the bus.

It goes on the road.

Here goes the bus.

Pom… pom... pom…

Here is the car.

It goes on the road.

Here goes the car.

Pee… pee… peee…

Twenty three
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My vehicle

Draw the picture of a vehicle you like.

Name it, colour it and sing about it.

Tweny four
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Vehicles

Say the names of the vehicles

Vehicles

Bus

Twenty five

Bittu is asking Ammu

 about vehicles
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Hospital

Post Office School

Ammu, what is that

near the school?

It is the

Post Office.

1. Where are Ammu and Bittu now?

2. What are the places near the school?

Places near Ammu’s school

Bank

Tweny six

Bittu and Ammu are near the

school. Ammu is showing

the places near the school.
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Places

Say the names of the places.

hospital

school
bank

gram panchayat

bus stand

kirana shop

post office

Twenty seven
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Ammu is asking Bittu to name

vehicles far and near the school.

Things far and near

jeep

auto

school bus

school

car

1. What are Ammu and Bittu talking about?

2. What are the vehicles near the school?

3. What are the vehicles far from the school?

Ammu : Bittu, what are the vehicles

near the school?

Bittu : The school bus and a car.

Ammu : What are the vehicles far

from the school?

Bittu : A jeep and an auto.

Tweny eight
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Which is far, which is near?

What do you see in the pictures?

Tell your friends about them.

post office

There is a van

near the post office.

hospital
van

ambulance

There is an ambulance

near the hospital.

There is a jeep

near the police station.
There is a car

near the bank.

police station

jeep

Twenty nine

bank

car
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Look at the picture and

 talk about them.

Where is the auto?

Where is the dog?

Where is the car?

Read the sentences and copy them here.

1.  This is an auto. _________________________

2.  It is near the bus. _________________________

3.  The bus is near the car. _________________________

4.  There is a dog in the auto. _________________________

Thirty

auto

car

bus

dog
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Pictures of vehicles

Collect the pictures of any two vehicles and paste

them here. Write their names and talk about

them in the group.

Thirty one

1.

2.
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Will you show me

Where ‘E’ is?

‘E’ is there in

Egg and eagle.

 
Will you show me

Where ‘F’ is?

‘F’ is there in

Fan and fish.

 
Will you show me

Where ‘G’ is?

‘G’ is there in

Goat and girl.

 
Will you show me

Where ‘H’ is?

‘H’ is there in

Hat and house.

Sing and dance
Thirty two
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Read and copy
Thirty three
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Colour the areas that contain

only  the letter in the circle.

Thirty four


